APTEAN ROSS MOBILE
DATA SHEET

SEEING YOUR BUSINESS
ANYWHERE

How often do you receive timely updates from your ERP solution?
If you need immediate information while you’re on the go, do you
have to call around hoping to find the right person? And what if
that person’s not readily available; do you have time to wait?
What if you could get constant on-the-go connectivity to your
ERP solution? What if you had instant visibility to everything from

Ross Mobile is:
• Targeted: Visibility to specific ERP data, for example sales
data for field sales personnel
• User-friendly: Minimal training needed for those
accustomed to iPhone or Android interfaces
• Complete: 360-degree of your entire operations anytime,
anywhere

inventory to transactional data? With Aptean’s Ross Mobile you

Having the capability to see your business anywhere enables you

can connect to Ross ERP anywhere, anytime, giving your users

to act faster and smarter, to improve overall productivity, and to

immediate access to the information they need.

stay ahead of the competition.

BENEFITS

FAST ACTING VISIBILITY

Extending production data access to a mobile environment means

Immediate access to targeted sales data enables field sales

more than just making raw operational data available on a mobile

personnel to confirm on-time order shipments and proactively take

device. It means presenting data in a clear, clean, and easily

the appropriate action should a shorted or partially filled order be

digestible way.

identified. Ross Mobile gives sales personnel the ability to enter

Using simple dashboards, Ross Mobile provides a consistent user
experience, extending your supply chain operations to mobile
devices. You can explore inventory data including available
inventory balances, lot information and characteristics, and
projected inventory balances. Ross Mobile enables access to
customer information including contact list, AR aging summary,
AR inquiries, sales order inquiries and price/promotion inquiries.

a sales order, generate additional sales when walking customer
aisles by providing insight to available inventory lot information,
and forward inventory availability by data. Additionally, your
sales person can make “hot “ order or replenishment order
recommendations to their customer in the event they encounter
low inventory levels or soon-to-be expired inventory on their
shelves.

MINIMAL TRAINING NEEDED

With its familiar and modern user interface, Ross Mobile requires
minimal training and is designed for iPhone and Android
interfaces. Ross Mobile delivers a consistent look and feel

regardless of what OS you use, offering flexibility to an enterprise
that supports multiple device options or a bring-your-own-device
(BYOD) policy, and to users that go between different device
types.

360-DEGREE VIEW

Ross Mobile provides you a 360-degree view of production
processes and operations. It consolidates work center, sales,
labor and inventory transactions in one convenient place. The
application’s comprehensive trace model enables you to track
and trace in seconds. Having a complete view of your supply
chain increases confidence in process manufacturers and their
customers.

SUMMARY

Aptean’s Ross Mobile ERP puts enterprise detail in your hands, in
your pocket and with you on the road. Equip your sales personnel
for success by making it simple to provide on-the-spot pricing
quotes. Extend the ROI you’ve realized from your original Ross ERP
implementation in a cost-effective manner. Most importantly with
Ross Mobile, stay connected, anywhere and anytime.
Interested in learning more about Aptean? Please contact us at
1.855.411.2793 or email us at info@aptean.com.

About Aptean: Aptean helps businesses profit, innovate and grow where the work gets done—in the call center, on the
floor of the factory, at the end of the assembly line. That’s where Aptean’s CRM, ERP and Supply Chain software applications
enable nearly 5,000 customers to satisfy their customers, operate more efficiently and stay at the forefront of their industry.
Aptean is where software WORKS. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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